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SINCE Prince Harry and Meghan Markle made the move to the US last year with their son Archie, it’s believed the family have kept in regular contact
with the Queen via Zoom. And not missing ...
Archie ‘had distinct American accent’ when he spoke to great-nan the Queen over Zoom on second birthday
Royal sources said Archie "speaks with a distinct American accent" during his video chat with the Queen. Prince Harry and Meghan Markle's son,
Archie Mountbatten-Windsor, is growing up to be an ...
Archie Reportedly Had a "Distinct American Accent" on His Birthday Zoom Call with the Queen
A group of nonnative English speakers is in a room. There are people from Germany, Singapore, South Korea, Nigeria and France. They're having a
great time speaking to each other in English, and ...
Tower Of Babble: Nonnative Speakers Navigate The World Of 'Good' And 'Bad' English
OK, so that sets the scene for the Inland North accent ... the second edition of Webster’s, in the thirties, came from northeastern Ohio, and he
helped make Inland North the standard American ...
Where the Chicago Accent Comes From and How Politics is Changing It
Here are some questions to consider: first, why have accents been primarily developed for Standard English in Western cultures (such as American,
Canadian, and British English)? Second ...
Hitting the Books: The bias behind AI assistants' failure to understand accents
Looking back, Hakakian said she wishes she'd had a guide explaining all the intricacies of American life ... heritage and identity -- including accent
bias and statelessness -- with the aim ...
'Beginner's Guide to America' and 5 other works that illuminate the US immigrant experience
Home Accents Today’s new webinar series can help ... Lighting Editor Andrea Lillo speaks with Terry McGowan of the American Lighting Association
and Peter Romaniello of Conceptual Lighting about ...
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New webinar series addresses the toughest industry challenges
The Latin American boy band CNCO is downsizing. The group announced on its official Instagram page Sunday that 22-year-old Joel Pimentel is
leaving the band, making the successful quintet a quartet.
Bye, bye, bye: Latin American boy band CNCO loses member
She named her second daughter, my beloved late aunt, Vanaja, another name for lotus. The lotus seems emblematic of my mother’s journey as an
Indian American immigrant. The lotus seems emblematic of my ...
I Hope The Meaning Of My Daughter’s Name Will Guide Her Life, As Mine Ultimately Did
‘That’s not what a Korean dad accent sounds like.’ ” Admittedly, South Korean media and its memesphere have not been kind to Korean-American
actors whose Korean is deemed to be lacking ...
Steven Yeun’s Perfect Accent in “Minari”
In other words, the Atlanta Fed expects economic growth will continue to accelerate in the second quarter, not decelerate. So, it looks like I stand
corrected. I’d predicted earnings growth would peak ...
Why the Second Quarter Could Be Even Better
When the hangovers lift and the stardust settles from Sunday night’s somewhat muted Academy Awards ceremony, what will we remember of this
year’s Oscar-winning films? It’s likely to be those ...
How the sparky, eccentric Brits saved this year’s Oscars
We are, of course, still in the nether-world of Zoom, but I get a sense the Clondalkin man – currently in Toronto – really is happy to hear an accent ...
married the American actor and ...
Aidan Turner: ‘That photograph. Yeah. It took away from the work’
The State Department designated the month of April as Arab American Heritage Month ... But while easy at an early age, learning a second language
as an adult is hard. Arab immigrants rather ...
An Arab American's guide to Arab Americans
because if one actor goes for the Philly accent while the rest of the cast does the standard Northeastern boilerplate, it not only stands out, it might
not even register as American English to ...
Can ‘Mare of Easttown’ Help Bring the Philadelphia Accent Mainstream?
But the dialogue seems to be a rather strange mix of American stereotypes about their ... and it’s only Marge who has a regional accent. However,
the comedic content comes from taking aim ...
The Simpsons has been reimagined as a Brexit-era satirical sitcom
and while her research so far hasn’t found anything like the type of accent Baopu and I were discussing, she said there was something notable about
the way second-generation Chinese-Australians ...
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Does an ‘Asian-Australian’ Accent Exist?
At my job interview as a freshly qualified teacher of English as a Second Language (ESL ... aware that there was a preferred accent. English came
from our American colonisers, and many Filipinos ...
My Filipino accent gives me an advantage as an ESL teacher
He also addressed Padman, who is Indian American ... United States with an accent. Many of us whose parents have come to the United States with
English as their second language, or third ...
Column: Hank Azaria’s apology for voicing Indian character Apu on ‘The Simpsons’ should lead to an honest reckoning on our bias
against accents
Dan Stratford speaks eloquently with a British accent when discussing the men ... that have denied his Mountaineers a chance at the Mid-American
Conference championship, and quite possibly ...
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